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INTRODUCTION

Ihe Cairns Mulgrave Regional Transport Study was undertaken jointly by State and
Local Government agencies with responsibility for transpmr andlm land use in the
Calms area Ihere were a set of special issues which led to the study being of a different
nature from the transpert studies which preceded it in the Cairns area The developable
area is heavily constrained by environmental and topographic factors. Large parts of the
surrounding ranges are World Heritage areas or with slope stability problems m
elevations difficult to service fOr urban uses, On the narrow coastal plain, large areas are
taken up by I rinity Inlet's mangrove covered habitat reserves.
Ihe atea has been under sustained development pressure fm some time and large pateels
of developable land were consolidated fm specific resort and residential projects. At the
same time opportunities such as conversion of existing corridors used by cane trams
were available if these proved useful for future needs. Ihere was a concern on the part
of the authorities that options for future transport provision could be lost
With the change in Government in Queensland in late 1989, the responsibility for
transpert matters was placed in a single Depatttnent (of Transport) which meant that a
more integrated approach was pessible. This integration needed to cover the various
modes of tIanspmt represented in Cairns (air, rall, road, bus and sea) but to also
integrate pelicy approaches with the more traditional infrastructure based solutions to
transport problems.
Ihese factors led to a study approach which was of a quite different natur·e to previous
studies in Cairns or in Queensland Features of the approach were that:
•

the study had a very long term horizon which was not precisely defmed in time
but nominally 30-70 years ahead Analysis was focussed on pepulation levels
of 300,000 and 500,000 lIkely to be applicable in the long term future Ihese
compare to the existing population of around 100,000 people;
a "Statement of Vision" was established at the outset which established a
community view of what Cairns should be lIke in the future This relied on
non transpert aspects to describe a desired future;
integration of all transport aspects was a requisite part of the approach.. This
included integration of modal considerations but also a wider integration
infrastructure provision and policies as options for coping with or limiting
future demands;
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Particularly in the area of Evaluation we were guided by some of the requIrements
identified from these UK studies.. The Study also sought to differentiate between
assessment and evaluation Assessment is used in this paper to describe the technical
process of preparing petfonnance indicators and comparing for any objective an
assessment ofperformance. Evaluation on the other hand was used for the value laden

process of indicating preferences for particular options on the basis of perfi::mnance
indicators and some weighting of multiple objectives
May (1990) indicated requIrements for evaluation to:

be disaggregate in nature The needfor this arise.sfrom the emphasis on a range
ojpotentially conflicting objectives, none ojwhich is to be afforded priority
This in turn implies that peifonnance against each objecn've need' to be asses sed
separately Moreover, the treatment ojimpact groups require, that evaluation
against each objective mu,t be a,se,.sed both overail andfor each oj the relevant
impact groups,
include a range oj inputs to the evaluation process, at different levels oj
analytical detail.. Some attribute, can be e,timatedfrom predictive models.
Others, such a' noi.se and pollution level' and numbers oj accident', can be
related at a broad level to model outputs, but require careful interpretation
Impacts on perceived danger, personal security, tDwnscape, image and hence
economic activity are not adequately understood in anaiytical term" and have to
be inferred Thu, the evaiuation process mu,t be a combination of anaiysis and
profe,ssional judgment. This is a marked changefrom the 1960, ,tudies, in
which the main focu, wa, the model and it,s outputs, largely taken atface value
Ihese evaluation aspects shape the methodology in that the model is then a simplistic and
flexible tool which does not attempt to cover every aspect. Ihis reduced emphasis on the
model outputs tolerates different levels of precision. allows wider scope in non-build
options and for resources to be directed at the strategic considerations rather than to
transport modelling as an end product
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OVERVIEW OF IHE STUDY

Ihe study dealt with the areas of existing and potential urbanisation in the CaIrns area.
Figure 1 shows the study area which includes all of CaIrns City and Mulgrave ShIre and
parts of Mareeba Shire surrounding Kuranda The constraints on future developltIlent
were particularly important not only in the limitations imposed on future development
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Study Administration

lhe Consultative Committee was charged with three main responsibilities:
providing lay input to the study, particularly in the evaluation processes;
reptesenting a wider community viewpoint by dissentiuating information to the
wider community and providing community feedback to the study;
developing the Statement of Vision and ttansport objectives early in the study
to guide fUrther work
lhe study management sttucmre was desigued around maximal involvement of the
Consultative Committee and officers of the participating agencies.. lhe option for a
single multi-disciplinary consultancy was not adopted by the Committees and consultant
commissions were for separate and specific tasks in the smdy Integration of the results
of the separate studies was undettaken by the Management ream and the Technical
Committee rather than being undertaken by a "lead consultant". lhis has widened and
emiched the decision making processes of the study Importantly it has created the
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critical assumptions must be validated early in the process;
effort must be directed to keeping short term problems separate from the

strategic problems;
strategic transport studies need to be seen as part of a wider regional Planning
process;
community consultation has a different role in strategic studies and requires
special support;
more distant problems appear' more difficult to solve,

Flexibility Issues
The Cairns Mulgrave Regional Transport Study was undertaken over a period of nearly
two years" Within this time frame there were changes in some key areas which meant
variations to study targets" Principal among these was the introduction of a State level
involvement in land use planning seeking to give regional coherence to the sometimes
disparate plans of the separate Local Authorities in a region,
At the outset of the study. the participating agencies comprised all the authorities with
dir'ect responsibility in land use and/or transport planning in the region" It was the
intention at the outset of the study that an evaluation of transport options would be part
of the study It was intended that this would rely heavily on the Consultative Committee
views to evaluate how well transport objectives and the wider community Statement of

Vision were met
With the introduction of a formal regional planning process for the region, it was then
seen as more appropriate that the evaluation process be undertaken in that context where
better information on non transport aspects can be part of the evaluation
This change in responsibility was accepted more readily by the bureaucrats and
technocrats involved than it was by the Consultative Committee who felt that the change
reduced the value placed on their input
The process of defining the cases or scenarios to be analysed involved a good deal of
toing and fioing Establishing the future population levels to be examined and the land
use forms involved was difficult The constraints on future transport provision are such
that action to secure future options is needed now and those decisions will shape
development into the foreseeable future The study therefore was examining needs over
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There was also a post study phase within each of the participating agencies where the
fonnalities of release of a major tepon were undettaken This part of the study was
possibly shotter than usual at about 4 months
It is important to recognise that the pace of a strategic study varies There are Some
activities which can be tightly consttained in time, but with a complex sttategic study
there are other aspects where time for reflection is needed
Modelling
The concept of the model was based on the sketch planning models developed for recent
studies in the UK (May (1990). That work suggested that models appmptiate to a
sttategic study need to be readily explained, simple and focus on relative petfotmance of
options tathet than absolute accuracy
Initial work for the Btisbane Traffic Study by Denis Johnston & Assoc(l988) also
suggested that "in tramport planning studies rhe analytical rechniques are nor newly as
importanr as rhe study organisation in achieving an acceprable! implementable outcome."
Relationships were imponed from other Austtalian studies and supplemented with local
data where it existed The model was not "data hungry", and was not calibrated for a
base year in the usual manner:. Avoiding the calibration effort was a significant resource
saving for the study and consider·ed appropriate in that the situations being tested for the
long range future were quite dissimilar to the existing local situation
The consttaints on possible future corridors made special demands on the model but
also offered opponunities to meet these demands in a simple sttategic model Ihe
consttaints imposed the requirement that corridor level assessment of needs be
modelled. At the same time the limited number of possible routes and corridors meant
that a simple model sufficed The model was based on only 14 internal zones and two
external zones Skeletal networks were used for analysis with a mad network serving
auto and on road transit connections, and a separate transit network where "own right of
way" ttansit systems were tested. Ihe model relied heavily on relationships from studies
elsewhere in Austtalia with some use made of local data collected in the late 80's for a
mad network study The model therefore was based on a limited amount of data and
pmvided a simplified analysis.
There were expectations held in the Community Consultative Committee and by
members of the public in Workshops that very high levels of public ttanspott usage
could be used to largely avoid future infrasttucture needs.. The model was very useful
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Planning process commenced during the course of the smdy
The message provided by the strategic smdies reported from UK is that transport can
not be isolated from considetations of Land use fi:mu, lifestyle, environment, and other
factors This presented some difficulties at the outset of the smdy when no regional plan
existed The Statement of Vision and transport o~jectives included non transport aspects
in line with the kind of objectives which utight apply to a Regional Plan. In this way the
proposed transport evaluation was not lintited to the transport sector There was also no
identified preferred development areas nor accepted notions of density or urban form In
the absence of a Regional Plan, the smdy constructed scenarios which were aimed at
covering a wide range of development forms
It was probably formitous that the regional planning process comlnenced in the course
of the study.. Ttansport is only one of the aspects to be considered in the regional
planning process However the CMRTS has directed attention to the real difficulties in
the ttansport area and ensured that transport is a key factor in the process With the

commencement of the regional planning process, a complete evaluation was not
attempted in the transport study. Rather the transport study has provided one set, albeit a
very comprehensive set, of data on the transport implications of alternative development
forms. The evaluation process is proceeding in a wider fornrn and with greater attention
to non transport aspects than would have been possible in the Regional Transport Study
It is to be expected that when the regional planning is further advanced, assessment of
options at a more detailed level than the scenarios adopted will be needed
There is a lintited data set for Queensland but it appears that the early start to the
transport aspects in advance of the regional planning process has led to a greater
emphasis on policy as a tool in future transport solutions.
Different Role for Consultation
There are substantial differeuces between the appropriate consultation for strategic
studies compared to shorter term projects:
the consultative process in short term studies often must address the direct
threat to some sections of the commurtity which implementation involves;
it is difficult to generate interest in options which are hazy. and distant in time
so consultation in a strategic study requires more in-depth contacts
Wotkshops and the Consultative Comutittee were effective;
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CONCLUSIONS

lhe Cairns Mulgrave Regional I ransport Study has established the role of strategic
transpott planning for applications elsewhere in Queensland Key items are the
confirmation that the process:
is analytically achievable within reasonable resource/data limits;
can be done in a reasonable time, Major elements took 15 months although
there is a deliberation phase in advance of this where the resolve to pursue
such a study is built;
doesn't replace more detailed conidor and project planning, but allows these to
take place in a clearly defined and consistent framework;
has the flexibility to adapt to different regional planning administration
arrangements"

lhe modelling and supponing analytical work have a role in overall strategic planning
processes These tools provide a basis fot policy development and an imperative for
implementation, Importantly a long term view allows recognition of long term changes
which are contrary to current trends.
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